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Kindle MatchBook: Receive the Kindle Edition for FREE when you buy the paperback edition
now!Look forward to dinner time even more with these easy and fast recipes specifically made
for two people to enjoy together!Spending time together cooking at home is a fun way to enjoy
healthy and delicious meals. And with all the extra time we’re spending inside this year, what
better time to enjoy the fun of cooking amazing meals together at home! Healthy eating is
accessible and convenient for everyone as master chef and recipe designer Sarah Garber
combines her passion for healthy home cooking with recipes that are actually fun to make
together in the kitchen without spending all day in there! This 30 Minute Cooking for Two
Cookbook is the first choice for couples who love healthy and delicious recipes for two that are
amazingly easy to prep and cook together.The 30 Minute Cooking for Two cookbook
includes:Kitchen Basics and Hacks so you’re both on the same page from the beginning100
Amazing 30 Minute Recipes for Two so you can save time and money while enjoying your time
together cooking and eating delicious meals at home any time you wantNutritional Information
for Every Recipe so you can easily track exactly what you are consumingSay goodbye to the
stress of spending your whole life in the kitchen, or sacrificing your budget and health by eating
out. The 30 Minute Cooking for Two cookbook is your go-to resource for making cooking
together an easy and enjoyable experience!

“Embedded in the centuries-long struggle for Indigenous liberation resides our best hope for a
safe and just future for everyone on this planet. Few events embody that truth as clearly as the
resistance at Standing Rock, and the many deep currents that converged there. In this powerful
blend of personal and historical narrative, Nick Estes skillfully weaves together transformative
stories of resistance from these front lines, never losing sight of their enormous stakes. A major
contribution.”—Naomi Klein, author of This Changes Everything“Reading Our History Is the
Future is like standing in the middle of camp again. During the Standing Rock uprising, we
witnessed what our ancestors always prayed for—making their dreams a reality.”—Bobbi Jean
Three Legs, leader of the Standing Rock Youth Runners“In Our History Is the Future historian
Nick Estes tells a spellbinding story of the 10 month Indigenous resistance at Standing Rock in
2016, animating the lives and characters of the leaders and organizers, emphasizing the
powerful leadership of the women. Alone this would be a brilliant analysis of one of the most
significant social movements of this century. But embedded in the story and inseparable from it
is the centuries long history of the Oceti Sakowin’ resistance to United States’ genocidal wars
and colonial institutions. And woven into these entwined stories of Indigenous resistance is the
true history of the United States as a colonialist state and a global history of European
colonialism. This book is a jewel—history and analysis that reads like the best poetry—certain to



be a classic work as well as a study guide for continued and accelerated resistance.”—Roxanne
Dunbar Ortiz, author of An Indigenous Peoples’ History of the United States“When state
violence against peaceful protest at Standing Rock became part of the national consciousness,
many noticed Native people for the first time—again. Our History Is the Future is necessary
reading, documenting how Native resistance is met with settler erasure: an outcome shaped by
land, resources, and the juggernaut of capitalism. Estes has written a powerful history of Seven
Fires resolve that demonstrates how Standing Rock is the outcome of history and the beginning
of the future.”—Louise Erdrich, author of the National Book Award winner The Round House“A
touching and necessary manifesto and history featuring firsthand accounts of the recent
Indigenous uprising against powerful oil companies … With an urgent voice, Estes reminds us
that the greed of private corporations must never be allowed to endanger the health of the
majority. An important read about Indigenous protesters fighting to protect their ancestral land
and uphold their historic values of clean land and water for all humans.”—Kirkus“Our History Is
the Future offers a first draft of history that will serve as the last word for years to come.
Combining the literary skill of the poet, the rich contextual knowledge of the historian, and the
sharp edge of experience, Nick Estes has crafted a powerful account of the Standing Rock
resistance, situating it in a struggle lodged deep in time and across the full reach of global
solidarities.”—Philip J. Deloria, author of Playing Indian“Our History Is the Future brings the
history of Native American anti-imperialism to the center of the study of racial capitalism while
renewing the focus on political economy in Indigenous Studies; it brings the experience of the
camp at Standing Rock to the study of history, and deep learning to the ongoing fight for
sovereignty; it is a book by a young scholar that draws brilliantly on the wisdom of centuries of
struggle. In short: you should read it.”—Walter Johnson, author of River of Dark Dreams: Slavery
and Empire in the Cotton Kingdom“Our History Is the Future is a game-changer. In addition to
providing a thorough and cogent history of the long tradition of Indigenous resistance, it is also a
personal memoir and homage to the Oceti Sakowin; an entreaty to all their relations that
demands the ‘emancipation of the earth.’ Estes continues in the legacy of his ancestors, from
Black Elk to Vine Deloria, he turns Indigenous history right-side up as a story of self-defense
against settler invasion. In so doing, he is careful and judicious in his telling, working seamlessly
across eras, movements, and scholarly literatures, to forge a collective vision for liberation that
takes prophecy and revolutionary theory seriously. The book will be an instant classic and go-to
text for students and educators working to understand the ‘structure’ undergirding the ‘event’ of
the Dakota Access Pipeline. This is what history as Ghost Dance looks like.”—Sandy Grande,
author of Red Pedagogy: Native American Social and Political Thought“This extraordinary
history of resistance counters the myth of Indigenous disappearance and insignificance while
calling into question the very notion that resistance itself is impossible in a world saturated by
capital and atrophying inequality. This is a radical Indigenous history in its finest form—that
connects individual lives to global scales of political articulation while remaining attentive to
intellectual formation and coalitional politics from the nineteenth century to the present. Estes



draws from multiple archives and intellectual traditions and seeks to not only connect past to
present but also to transform futures and possibilities for justice.”—Audra Simpson, Mohawk
Interrupts: Political Life Across the Borders of the Settler States“Nick Estes is a forceful writer
whose work reflects the defiant spirit of the #NoDAPL movement. Our History Is the Future
braids together strands of history, theory, manifesto and memoir into a unique and compelling
whole that will provoke activists, scholars and readers alike to think deeper, consider broader
possibilities and mobilize for action on stolen land.”—Julian Brave Noisecat, 350.org“Fearless
and inspiring, Nick Estes delivers a powerful rebuke of Euro-American Manifest Destiny with an
Indigenous perspective that is inclusive and ideological precise. This book correctly, if not
necessarily, focuses its energy on the natural evolutionary and revolutionary pathway of Oceti
Sakowin resistance. Respectful, brilliant, and insightful, This book should be considered a key
ingredient to achieve the universal Native construct of balance—something we must all have to
ensure our continued existence.”—Marcella Gilbert, Lakota Water Protector, Warrior Women
Film Project“Our History Is the Future establishes Nick Estes as one of the leading scholars of
our time. This dynamic book offers a careful, deeply researched, and even-handed account of
the events at Standing Rock, placing them in a long continuum of Oceti Sakowin resistance. This
is a war story that links the #NoDAPL movement in the present to anti-colonial and anti-capitalist
struggles in the past to demonstrate the possibilities of liberated futures.”—Jordan T. Camp,
author of Incarcerating the Crisis: Freedom Struggles and the Rise of the Neoliberal State“It is
customary to hail a bold young author as the voice of their generation. In Our History Is the
Future, Nick Estes gives voice to many generations, those who’ve come before and those still to
come. The book slips through time, evoking the scent of campfire that once indicted Indigenous
people in the 19th century, a smoke that still lingers on twenty-first century Water Protectors and
marks them as enemies of the state. This utterly astonishing book imparts the long history of
Indigenous people, their relatives, and their struggle for liberation against capitalist North
America’s settler colonial violence. The long memory of the people, Estes shows, cannot be
clipped by the oblivion of empire. The people do not forget.”—Christina Heatherton, co-editor of
Policing the Planet: How the Policing Crisis Led to Black Lives Matter“A mindful and dynamic
text. Nick Estes' narrative power gives dynamism and detailed realism to some of the most
formative movements of our time. The book is expansive in its isolation and focus. The book
embodies resistance and shows the true effort it takes to maintain it.”—Terese Mailhot, author of
Heartberries“With scrupulous research and urgent prose, [Nick Estes] declares the DAPL
protest a flowering of indigenous resistance with roots deep in history and Native sacred land …
A powerful work, Estes’s condemnation of the United States government is clear and
resonant.”—Publishers Weekly“This book is a mustread for anyone interested in the #NoDAPL
movement. It works as an introduction—and a fearless analysis of—one of the biggest social
movements of our times.”—Fiorella Lecoutteux, Peace News“Activist, scholar, and Lower Brule
Sioux citizen Estes challenges the power systems that have attacked and disenfranchised
Indigenous peoples for centuries with both the story of northern Plains peoples as well as a



political philosophy of Indigenous empowerment. The author provides context for contemporary
struggles against the Keystone XL and the Dakota Access pipelines.”—Library Journal“Our
History Is The Future traces not just an Indigenous politics of opposition, but a vibrant and
omnipresent theory of decolonisation that strives to create and preserve as well as resist …
Perhaps the most powerful argument of the book is the conceptualisation of Indigenous
resistance as an omnipresent process that runs throughout the course of American history.”—
Shelley Angelie Saggar, Hong Kong Review of Books“Nick Estes gives voice to the new wave of
indigenous environmental mobilisation.”—Neha Shah, Guardian“Our History Is the Future
should be on the reading lists of historians, social scientists, and members of the public
interested in grasping the interconnections and continuity among the many efforts of Indigenous
resistance to settler colonialism and corporate encroachments onto their lands, waters, and
natural resources.”—Simone Poliandri, American Indian Culture and Research Journal“The
story of Indigenous resistance—its history, goals, forms, successes, and failures—is the book’s
backbone, which allows Estes to range broadly, illuminating how racism, colonialism, capitalism,
genocidal policies, religious and cultural persecution, and vile stereotyping have marginalized,
dispossessed, and impoverished Indigenous societies over the centuries.”—Pekka Hämäläinen,
New Mexico Historical ReviewAbout the AuthorNick Estes is a citizen of the Lower Brule Sioux
Tribe and an Assistant Professor of American Studies at the University of New Mexico.
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specific permission is granted by the publisher. Vector illustration credit: vecteezy.comThis book
does not offer advice, but merely provides information. The author offers no advice whether
medical, financial, legal, or otherwise, nor does the author encourage any person to pursue any
specific course of action discussed in this book. This book is not a substitute for professional
advice. The reader accepts complete and sole responsibility for the manner in which this book
and its contents are used. The publisher and the author will not be held liable for any damages
caused.
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CONVERSION TABLES 30 Minute Home Cooking for TwoIntroductionA lot of the time, we tend
to turn to conveniences in order to make our life, well, more convenient. This, of course, is a
luxury for many, as it saves them time, and allows them to spend less time thinking about their
food: where it comes from, how to cook it, what’s next for dinner, and even gets rid of the need to
clean up. If eating out is so convenient, then why would anyone want to cook at home, you may



ask? That’s a good question, and here we hope to answer it, and encourage you to learn
cooking, pick up the basics, and get your start as a home cook.Why cook at home?As we earlier
discussed, there are a lot of conveniences associated with eating out, hence why a lot of people
in these modern times just decide to eat at restaurants, or even just drop by a fast food chain for
some take out, or even just call in for delivery. While there is nothing wrong with indulging in this
once in a while – after all, a good restaurant is a great treat, and even a fast food meal can
scratch some guilty pleasure – there are a lot of benefits to learning how to cook as well.First of
all, when one cooks at home, they know exactly what goes into their food. This means that they
can customize it according to their nutritional or dietary needs, something that wouldn’t be
possible or practical to get when dining outside or sourcing food from restaurants or fast food
chains. As such, one can control certain things, such as the fat content of the food, the sodium
content of the food, and the calorie content of their food, among others. This also means that
one is likely to eat healthier meals, as a lot of the time, fast food and restaurant chains use
sodium – heavy or fat – heavy ingredients as shortcuts when cooking their meals, making the
home – cooked alternative much healthier.Not only can one control what goes into their food, but
once one gets the hang of cooking, they can modify exactly how it tastes like. Ever go into a
restaurant and order a dish that you enjoyed, but thought it lacked a little bit of something? If you
cook at home, you have control over the whole process, from start to finish, allowing you to
customize your meal and make it taste exactly the way you want it to. Of course, beginner cooks
may not yet have developed that skill, and will have to stick closely to recipes. However, as you
cook more and more, you will quickly pick up cooking skills that will allow you this customization
of your meal, and it will be much easier to modify recipes properly, or even make up new ones
on your own.Third, cooking at home can save a lot of money. Some people may say that time is
money, and the time saved by ordering out makes up for it. First of all, the savings when cooking
at home can be a huge amount. Restaurants and the food and service industry in general tends
to have massive mark – ups on their products thanks to the nature of food, and as such, buying
groceries in bulk from supermarkets or even wet markets will end up saving a lot of money as
compared to constantly eating out, and when you cook at home, you get far more food for the
same amount of money. Second, food can be prepared beforehand, and one can even food –
prep, which entails making meals beforehand and storing them in the freezer or refrigerator,
which cuts down on the total amount of time one spends cooking and preparing food, which
saves a lot of time in the long run. But at the end of the day, cooking at home can be a very
relaxing activity, and a lot of the time, home cooks tend to enjoy cooking and making food for
themselves and for their loved ones, so even if it takes more time than eating out or ordering
from a fast food chain, the time spent is often more than worth it.How complex does cooking for
two get?Hopefully at this point you’re motivated to learn how to cook at home. Of course, you
would want to start with the simpler recipes, the easier ones, in order to ease yourself into the
culinary world. The best way to do this is to learn how to cook for two. Why two, and not one? For
starters, most dishes are impractical to cook for just one person; unless you’re cooking



something incredibly simple, like a scrambled egg, most of the time, when you cook, it will be for
multiple servings. Imagine trying to cook up a pasta sauce just good enough for one serving, for
one person’s meal. It seems to be so impractical, given the time you’ll be spending on it.Now
when we say cooking for two, of course, this doesn’t necessarily mean that you need someone
else to share your food with, though this is of course recommended. Food is usually best
enjoyed with a partner, with a friend, with a loved one, but as we know, this isn’t always the case.
In this case, when we talk about cooking for two, this means that the food will serve multiple
people, and thus can still be enjoyed alone, with the leftovers kept and stored for another
time.Cooking for two is actually a very simple endeavor. It is just the right amount of food that a
beginning home cook should be handling: enough that they can begin to learn the fundamentals,
but not too much goes to waste in case of a catastrophic mistake (hopefully there will be little to
none in your kitchen!). Cooking for two allows one to get a feel for the scale of many recipes, and
as with most recipes, a lot of the time, these meals and dishes can easily scale upwards by
simply multiplying the amount of ingredients by the amount of people more that you wish to cook
for. A dish meant for two servings, will then most likely just need its ingredients doubled to serve
four people, keeping cook times and other instructions the same. One thing to note, however, is
not literally everything can just be doubled in terms of ingredients and be kept the same. One
example would be thick cuts of meat, such as a steak. Cooking meat such as steaks is often
dependent on the thickness of the cut, so any modifications to the cut’s thickness will need a
corresponding adjustment in cooking time or temperature, or even both. However, barring
exceptions such as these, a good rule of thumb is simply to modify the recipe’s ingredients by
the increased amount of servings needed.Basic Kitchen EssentialsNow that we are all set to
begin learning how to cook, we need to make sure that our kitchen has all the things it needs.
Some recipes may need some special equipment, but for the vast majority of recipes that you’ll
start cooking with, you’ll really only need the basics, which we will be discussing here.At its core,
every kitchen needs a form of heating element. This heating element can come in the form of a
stove, an oven, an induction cooker, a slow cooker, or any similar device. However, the most
adaptable heating element that you’ll probably be able to get is a stove or an induction cooker.
This will allow you to cook a wide variety of dishes, and should be the best choice for a novice
chef, who can easily obtain the other types of cooking utensils as needed, when they begin to
expand their repertoire and their skillsGas Stove vs. Electric StoveSince most likely you have a
stove in your kitchen, you may as well go with what you already have. However, in the event that
you will still be buying or outfitting your kitchen with the essentials, a common question that is
asked is whether to choose a gas powered stove or an electrice “induction” stove. Each has their
benefits and their drawbacks, and each would be a good choice for a novice cook, but let’s go
into a bit more detail when it comes to comparing the two.Gas stoves, or gas ranges, tend to use
LPG, or liquified petroleum gas, in case they aren’t hooked up to a house’s gas line, but they can
also make use of butane, which is common in smaller, more portable stoves. This means that if
one doesn’t have a gas line attached to their home, they will be needing to buy gas every so



often in order to serve as the fuel for their stove. Furthermore, gas stoves do have the danger of
springing a gas leak, though do be reminded that the likelihood of this is very low, and as long as
one takes care of their equipment, should not happen as long as one is being careful. The gas
range will cook food through an open flame, which can be a bit dangerous if one isn’t used to
working with a stove, or has little children who may get into accidents, but again, a bit of care will
prevent anything untoward from happening. Gas ranges are favored by many chefs because of
the way that they cook food. The fire allows the pot or pan to be heated, or in some cases, food
can even be cooked or heated directly over this open fire. It thus gets the temperature up much
quicker, and the heat can be adjusted as needed, with the gas flow controlling the size of the
flame. Furthermore, gas ranges tend to cook food more evenly, as the fire spreads along the
bottom of the pot or the pan, which tends to heat the pot or pan much more evenly, without any
cool spots on the bottom.Electric stoves are very easy to use, and can just be plugged in and
turned on whenever they are needed. They can be cheaper, especially in terms of costs up front,
as gas ranges tend to cost more than individual electric stoves, and in case there is no gas line
to the house, the electricity cost will probably be lower than buying gas for the stove, though
note if one does have a gas line, it’s likely that this will cost less than the equivalent amount in
electricity to power the stove. These electric stoves are easier to use, and can be controlled
more precisely: as one only has to dial the amount of wattage they want the induction stove to
use to heat up the stovetop, they have a much finer amount of control as compared to having to
adjust the gas valve to change the size of the flame. However, this does come with a tradeoff, in
that as electric stoves tend to only heat in a circular pattern, the “induction” surface, the bottom
of the pot or the pan will not heat up as evenly, resulting in cold spots on the bottom of the pan,
which can be problematic if you need to have the pot heat up perfectly evenly.While there are a
lot of other details that can be discussed, the previous discussion should serve as a good
enough overview in order for you to make an informed decision as to which type of stove to get:
gas or electric.Now that we have our heating element, which is what we will be cooking with,
either a gas or electric stove, and perhaps an oven or a slow cooker for those who have a more
outfitted kitchen, we now need to get the pots and pans that we will be cooking with. After all,
where else will we be putting the food that we will be cooking?There are a lot of different kinds of
pots and pans that can be used, but at the end of the day, we recommend that you have at least
two kinds: a stock pot, and a frying pan. This will allow you to cook a wide variety of dishes, as
these are very adaptable, and can be used for a lot of different recipes. However, one thing that
you can invest in as early as the beginning of your cooking career is a cast – iron pan, which can
replace the frying pan, or be in addition to the frying pan.

30 Minute Home Cooking for TwoIntroductionA lot of the time, we tend to turn to conveniences
in order to make our life, well, more convenient. This, of course, is a luxury for many, as it saves
them time, and allows them to spend less time thinking about their food: where it comes from,
how to cook it, what’s next for dinner, and even gets rid of the need to clean up. If eating out is so



convenient, then why would anyone want to cook at home, you may ask? That’s a good
question, and here we hope to answer it, and encourage you to learn cooking, pick up the
basics, and get your start as a home cook.Why cook at home?As we earlier discussed, there are
a lot of conveniences associated with eating out, hence why a lot of people in these modern
times just decide to eat at restaurants, or even just drop by a fast food chain for some take out,
or even just call in for delivery. While there is nothing wrong with indulging in this once in a while
– after all, a good restaurant is a great treat, and even a fast food meal can scratch some guilty
pleasure – there are a lot of benefits to learning how to cook as well.First of all, when one cooks
at home, they know exactly what goes into their food. This means that they can customize it
according to their nutritional or dietary needs, something that wouldn’t be possible or practical to
get when dining outside or sourcing food from restaurants or fast food chains. As such, one can
control certain things, such as the fat content of the food, the sodium content of the food, and
the calorie content of their food, among others. This also means that one is likely to eat healthier
meals, as a lot of the time, fast food and restaurant chains use sodium – heavy or fat – heavy
ingredients as shortcuts when cooking their meals, making the home – cooked alternative much
healthier.Not only can one control what goes into their food, but once one gets the hang of
cooking, they can modify exactly how it tastes like. Ever go into a restaurant and order a dish that
you enjoyed, but thought it lacked a little bit of something? If you cook at home, you have control
over the whole process, from start to finish, allowing you to customize your meal and make it
taste exactly the way you want it to. Of course, beginner cooks may not yet have developed that
skill, and will have to stick closely to recipes. However, as you cook more and more, you will
quickly pick up cooking skills that will allow you this customization of your meal, and it will be
much easier to modify recipes properly, or even make up new ones on your own.Third, cooking
at home can save a lot of money. Some people may say that time is money, and the time saved
by ordering out makes up for it. First of all, the savings when cooking at home can be a huge
amount. Restaurants and the food and service industry in general tends to have massive mark –
ups on their products thanks to the nature of food, and as such, buying groceries in bulk from
supermarkets or even wet markets will end up saving a lot of money as compared to constantly
eating out, and when you cook at home, you get far more food for the same amount of money.
Second, food can be prepared beforehand, and one can even food – prep, which entails making
meals beforehand and storing them in the freezer or refrigerator, which cuts down on the total
amount of time one spends cooking and preparing food, which saves a lot of time in the long run.
But at the end of the day, cooking at home can be a very relaxing activity, and a lot of the time,
home cooks tend to enjoy cooking and making food for themselves and for their loved ones, so
even if it takes more time than eating out or ordering from a fast food chain, the time spent is
often more than worth it.How complex does cooking for two get?Hopefully at this point you’re
motivated to learn how to cook at home. Of course, you would want to start with the simpler
recipes, the easier ones, in order to ease yourself into the culinary world. The best way to do this
is to learn how to cook for two. Why two, and not one? For starters, most dishes are impractical



to cook for just one person; unless you’re cooking something incredibly simple, like a scrambled
egg, most of the time, when you cook, it will be for multiple servings. Imagine trying to cook up a
pasta sauce just good enough for one serving, for one person’s meal. It seems to be so
impractical, given the time you’ll be spending on it.Now when we say cooking for two, of course,
this doesn’t necessarily mean that you need someone else to share your food with, though this
is of course recommended. Food is usually best enjoyed with a partner, with a friend, with a
loved one, but as we know, this isn’t always the case. In this case, when we talk about cooking
for two, this means that the food will serve multiple people, and thus can still be enjoyed alone,
with the leftovers kept and stored for another time.Cooking for two is actually a very simple
endeavor. It is just the right amount of food that a beginning home cook should be handling:
enough that they can begin to learn the fundamentals, but not too much goes to waste in case of
a catastrophic mistake (hopefully there will be little to none in your kitchen!). Cooking for two
allows one to get a feel for the scale of many recipes, and as with most recipes, a lot of the time,
these meals and dishes can easily scale upwards by simply multiplying the amount of
ingredients by the amount of people more that you wish to cook for. A dish meant for two
servings, will then most likely just need its ingredients doubled to serve four people, keeping
cook times and other instructions the same. One thing to note, however, is not literally everything
can just be doubled in terms of ingredients and be kept the same. One example would be thick
cuts of meat, such as a steak. Cooking meat such as steaks is often dependent on the thickness
of the cut, so any modifications to the cut’s thickness will need a corresponding adjustment in
cooking time or temperature, or even both. However, barring exceptions such as these, a good
rule of thumb is simply to modify the recipe’s ingredients by the increased amount of servings
needed.Basic Kitchen EssentialsNow that we are all set to begin learning how to cook, we need
to make sure that our kitchen has all the things it needs. Some recipes may need some special
equipment, but for the vast majority of recipes that you’ll start cooking with, you’ll really only
need the basics, which we will be discussing here.At its core, every kitchen needs a form of
heating element. This heating element can come in the form of a stove, an oven, an induction
cooker, a slow cooker, or any similar device. However, the most adaptable heating element that
you’ll probably be able to get is a stove or an induction cooker. This will allow you to cook a wide
variety of dishes, and should be the best choice for a novice chef, who can easily obtain the
other types of cooking utensils as needed, when they begin to expand their repertoire and their
skillsGas Stove vs. Electric StoveSince most likely you have a stove in your kitchen, you may as
well go with what you already have. However, in the event that you will still be buying or outfitting
your kitchen with the essentials, a common question that is asked is whether to choose a gas
powered stove or an electrice “induction” stove. Each has their benefits and their drawbacks,
and each would be a good choice for a novice cook, but let’s go into a bit more detail when it
comes to comparing the two.Gas stoves, or gas ranges, tend to use LPG, or liquified petroleum
gas, in case they aren’t hooked up to a house’s gas line, but they can also make use of butane,
which is common in smaller, more portable stoves. This means that if one doesn’t have a gas



line attached to their home, they will be needing to buy gas every so often in order to serve as
the fuel for their stove. Furthermore, gas stoves do have the danger of springing a gas leak,
though do be reminded that the likelihood of this is very low, and as long as one takes care of
their equipment, should not happen as long as one is being careful. The gas range will cook food
through an open flame, which can be a bit dangerous if one isn’t used to working with a stove, or
has little children who may get into accidents, but again, a bit of care will prevent anything
untoward from happening. Gas ranges are favored by many chefs because of the way that they
cook food. The fire allows the pot or pan to be heated, or in some cases, food can even be
cooked or heated directly over this open fire. It thus gets the temperature up much quicker, and
the heat can be adjusted as needed, with the gas flow controlling the size of the flame.
Furthermore, gas ranges tend to cook food more evenly, as the fire spreads along the bottom of
the pot or the pan, which tends to heat the pot or pan much more evenly, without any cool spots
on the bottom.Electric stoves are very easy to use, and can just be plugged in and turned on
whenever they are needed. They can be cheaper, especially in terms of costs up front, as gas
ranges tend to cost more than individual electric stoves, and in case there is no gas line to the
house, the electricity cost will probably be lower than buying gas for the stove, though note if one
does have a gas line, it’s likely that this will cost less than the equivalent amount in electricity to
power the stove. These electric stoves are easier to use, and can be controlled more precisely:
as one only has to dial the amount of wattage they want the induction stove to use to heat up the
stovetop, they have a much finer amount of control as compared to having to adjust the gas
valve to change the size of the flame. However, this does come with a tradeoff, in that as electric
stoves tend to only heat in a circular pattern, the “induction” surface, the bottom of the pot or the
pan will not heat up as evenly, resulting in cold spots on the bottom of the pan, which can be
problematic if you need to have the pot heat up perfectly evenly.While there are a lot of other
details that can be discussed, the previous discussion should serve as a good enough overview
in order for you to make an informed decision as to which type of stove to get: gas or
electric.Now that we have our heating element, which is what we will be cooking with, either a
gas or electric stove, and perhaps an oven or a slow cooker for those who have a more outfitted
kitchen, we now need to get the pots and pans that we will be cooking with. After all, where else
will we be putting the food that we will be cooking?There are a lot of different kinds of pots and
pans that can be used, but at the end of the day, we recommend that you have at least two
kinds: a stock pot, and a frying pan. This will allow you to cook a wide variety of dishes, as these
are very adaptable, and can be used for a lot of different recipes. However, one thing that you
can invest in as early as the beginning of your cooking career is a cast – iron pan, which can
replace the frying pan, or be in addition to the frying pan.Cast Iron PansCast iron pans tend to
be intimidating to a lot of people, as the association with them is that they are an advanced
cooking tool. Nothing could be further from the truth. Once a cook gets used to caring for the
cast iron skillet and making use of it, it will most likely become the most used pan in their
kitchen, and for good reason. Cast iron pans are incredibly durable. Being made of a mix of iron



and steel (though they are still referred to as cast iron), these skillets are heavy – duty, and it
shows on any well – made pan. They tend to be a bit heavier than most pans due to the material,
but this material makes it so that these pans do not wear out or break down easily.Furthermore,
a cast iron pan is one of the most versatile cooking implements a chef can have in their kitchen.
While most other cooking implements are really specialized, such as non – stick pans being
made to be used over a gas range, a cast iron skillet can be used to cook a wide variety of
things, and through a wide variety of methods. As stated earlier, cast iron skillets can be used on
gas ranges, electric stoves, over open flames or coals, or even in ovens. One of the main
reasons people make use of cast iron skillets is due to their capability of absorbing and retaining
high amounts of heat, and having that heat be distributed along the pan in a very even manner.
This means that one can cook with better results, as there is less likely to be a spot where the
heat is concentrated, as well as the fact that as it retains heat so well, adding additional
ingredients will not immediately lower the heat level of the pan, which makes adjusting and
compensating the heat source far easier and far more effective.However, keep in mind that a
cast iron pan is an investment for the future, and can be a bit pricey, so if you do see yourself
cooking a lot, this will probably be a good thing to invest in, and a good cast iron pan will serve
you well from the start of your cooking career to the end.Once we have our pot/s and our pan/s,
we just need a few more things to round out the basic essentials of our kitchen. Of course we will
need our cooking utensils, in which case you would want a spatula and a ladle, as well as a pair
of tongs, all of which will be very useful when handling the food that is being cooked.
Furthermore, we will need to equip our kitchen with knives. Now, ask any chef what kitchen
utensil they love the most, and they will most likely tell you that it is their knife, or their set of
knives. This is because chefs, and even home cooks like you, will have to learn how to use
knives properly, and a knife that is well made and well taken care of will serve the one who uses
it in the kitchen very well. Knives are used to cut up ingredients and prepare them to be cooked,
and as such, are indispensable in any kitchen. While a beginner home cook may not need a full
set of chef’s knives, a good kitchen knife as well as a whetstone (which is needed to keep the
knife sharp), will be very useful in their cooking career. Remember to sharpen the knife before
and after it is used, in order to make sure it keeps its edge, and this will make your job of cutting
up your food so much easier.Last but not least in terms of essentials will be our measuring cups
and bowls. This allows us to measure the amount of food that we will be using to cook, and it will
also serve as a place to keep the uncooked food before putting them in the pot or pan, and will
make our lives so much easier.At this point, we have covered the essentials, but there may be a
few things that you may want to pick up in order to make your kitchen a bit better equipped: a
cutting board, in case your counter is not designed to have food cut on it, serving bowls, a
kitchen scale, kitchen scissors and vegetable peelers are all things that will come in handy when
one cooks.Tips for cooking great meals in under 30 minutesBefore we get into the recipes, here
are a few tips to keep in mind when cooking meals, and how to keep the cook times as short as
possible, in case you are strapped for time.Prepare ingredients in advanceThis step technically



takes time, but saves time in the future, and in the long run, will let you spend less time in the
kitchen. Some commonly used ingredients can be prepared far in advance, and simply kept in
one’s fridge, which will let you just take some out and use as needed. Some examples would be
spice or marinade mixes, which can be made in batches, and kept in the refrigerator until
needed. Other examples would be dough, which can be made beforehand, and stored in the
freezer and defrosted a few hours before you intend to cook it. Another example would even be
preparing vegetables beforehand, such as peeling garlic in batches, or chopping onions and
keeping them in airtight containers in the refrigerator, which can save a lot of time during the
week. Alternatively, one can also buy pre-prepared vegetables in the supermarket, though this
comes a bit pricier than the regular variants.Keep recipes simpleOne pot recipes, or four –
ingredient recipes are very simple, and often take very little preparation and cooking time,
relative to most other recipes. If you need to be in and out of the kitchen quickly, look for these
kinds of recipes, which will still get you a nice, delicious, and healthy home – cooked meal, and
get them done much quicker than you think. Breakfast Recipes Banana SmoothieServes: 2 /
Preparation time: 10 minutes2 medium frozen bananas, peeled and sliced 2 scoops
unsweetened vanilla vegan protein powder3 tablespoons natural peanut butter 2
tablespoons nutritional yeast1½ cups unsweetened almond milk In a high-speed blender, place
all ingredients and pulse until creamy.Pour into two glasses and serve immediately.Per Serving:
Calories: 425; Total Fat: 16.5g; Saturated Fat: 16.5gProtein: 33.1g; Carbs: 42.3g; Fiber: 7.8g;
Sugar: 17.8g Blueberry & Veggie Smoothie BowlServes: 2 / Preparation time: 10 minutes½ cup
frozen blueberries 1 cup frozen spinach leaves½ cup zucchini, chopped
roughly ½ cup cauliflower, chopped roughly1 cup unsweetened almond milk
2 tablespoons hemp hearts2 tablespoons almond butter ½ teaspoon
ground cinnamon1 teaspoon vanilla extract 2-3 tablespoons maple syrup1
banana, peeled and sliced In a high-speed blender, add all the ingredients except for banana
slices and pulse until smooth.Transfer the mixture into 2 serving bowls evenly.Top with banana
slices and serve immediately.Per Serving: Calories: 322; Total Fat: 15.6g; Saturated Fat:
1.5gProtein: 9.4g; Carbs: 40.7g; Fiber: 7.1g; Sugar: 24.9g Fruity Cheese & Yogurt BowlServes:
2 / Preparation time: 10 minutes½ cup plain Greek yogurt ½ cup cottage
cheese2 teaspoons extra-virgin olive oil ¼ teaspoon ground cinnamon2 medium
apples, cored and cubed ¼ cup fresh blackberries¼ cup fresh
blueberries ¼ cup walnuts, chopped In a large bowl, add the yogurt, cheese,
oil and cinnamon and mix until well combined.Gently, fold in the apple and berries.Divide the
yogurt mixture into 2 serving bowls.Top with walnuts and serve immediately.Per Serving:
Calories: 366; Total Fat: 16.3g; Saturated Fat: 2.5gProtein: 16g; Carbs: 43.3g; Fiber: 8g; Sugar:
30.6g Warm Fruit & Cheese BowlServes: 2 / Preparation time: 15 minutes / Cooking time: 8
minutes1 Granny Smith apple, peeled, cored and chopped½ cup frozen unsweetened
cherries 1 teaspoon pure maple syrup2 tablespoons fresh lemon juice 2-3
tablespoons water
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Leonardo Dee, “The cookbook of 2020 at my house. This year has been a super weird one for all
of us. So many of our usual routines have been upended and my partner and I are both working
from home and not able to enjoy our usual routine of eating out once or twice a week.Well when
life gives you lemons you make lemon-aid! With the extra time spent at home we needed a new
hobby to enjoy together and cooking together almost every night really filled that gap for us! This
cookbook was perfect for us in that it got us both on the same page with some quick basics that
were great for us both as a refresher since we don't actually cook all that often, or didn't used to
before that book.True to the title, the recipes can be made easily with two people (usually just
the right amount of prep for both of us to do something and be useful working together). Despite
the easy of putting these meals together, they don't actually look simple and with a little garnish
the presentation on a few of the dishes we made in this book really made us feel like we were
enjoying something even better than what we gave up.For my money the chicken recipes are
probably the best of the bunch and the book was worth it for those alone. A few more vegan
options would have been nice but it isn't a deal breaker at all. Great cookbook that I fully
recommend to couples spending more time together this year. It is a fun thing to do together and
you get a good meal out of it too.”

The book by Nick Estes has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 4 people have provided feedback.
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